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Eva Seidlmayer, ZB MED Cologne
seidlmayer@zbmed.de
Mastodon: eta_kivilih@eldritch.cafe
BiblioCon Session

- BiblioCon (National Library Congress) in May 2023 in Hanover/Germany
- Session “Wikimedians in Bibliotheken” (Antje Theise (UB Rostock), Jens Bemme (SLUB Dresden), Eva Seidlmayer (ZB MED))
- Lucy Patterson of Wikimedia Germany was present
- Big interest but few experiences in using Wikimedia platforms for libraries, archives, etc.
- one outcome: mailing list as a networking tool:

  openglam-de@lists.wikimedia.org
What is openglam-de@lists.wikimedia.org

self description:

“Mailing list for networking German-speaking GLAM professionals interested in Open Access, Open Data, Open Content and working with the Wikimedia projects.

Membership to this list is open to individuals working in the field of cultural and memory organizations and their environment, as well as members of the Wikimedia community. This list is publicly archived and is intended to be used to discuss and inform about issues, projects, and events that can be publicized.”
Unfortunately…

….only for the German speaking community,

please share similar mailing lists.
…if you like to discuss and inform about issues, projects,
and events on Wikidata and cultural institutes..

subscribe here:

https://lists.wikimedia.org/postorius/lists/openglam-de.lists.wikimedia.org/